
Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of Fri. 6 Oct. 2023 

Compiled Fri. 6 Oct. 12:01 am EST by Judy Byington, MSW, LCSW, Therapist ret, Journalist, 

Author: ―Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her Twenty Two 

Multiple Personalities‖ 

 

Trust The Plan 

I don’t cross my fingers and wish.  

I fold my hands and pray. 

 

Let Your Faith Be Bigger Than Your Fears 

Satan Gains His Limited Power By Creating Fear 

Heavenly Father’s Love is the Greatest Power in the Universe 

You Have The Power To Extend That Love To Others 

Peace (Official Lyric Video) - Bethel Music feat. We The Kingdom | Peace - YouTube 

 

“Let Us All Press On in the Work of the Lord” 

June 25, 2023 - #4893 Music & the Spoken Word (thetabernaclechoir.org) 

 

Judy Note: Thurs. 5 Oct. was the six year anniversary of when Trump said on 5 Oct. 2017, 

―This is the Calm Before the Storm. Do you know what ―this‖ represents?‖ (as he made a Q sign 

in the air with his finger). The ―this‖ Trump was referring to was Q. Twenty three days prior the 

first Q post (#4511) came out, signifying the beginning of the greatest Military/Civilian 

Intelligence Alliance Operation the world has ever seen. 

 Thurs. 5 Oct. HAL TURNER: NATO Website Op-Ed Calls for Nuclear War 

Preparation! - American Media Group (amg-news.com) 

 Thurs. 5 Oct. An Exposition of the Military Occupancy and Continuity of Government 

(believe in the man and the plan, or stop wasting your time) - American Media Group 

(amg-news.com) 

 Thurs. 5 Oct. What Is A Quantum Financial System (QFS) Blockchain? Dive Into The 

Groundbreaking Evolution of Blockchain - American Media Group (amg-news.com) 
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 Thurs. 5 Oct. Red Pill Journey: EA – Military and Government, DUMBs, EverGreen, 

Pentagon, CIA, Biden Admin, Panic in DC, Q Drops, RV/GCR Banks, QFS, NATO, UN, 

Soros, Obama, DS Operations of the Cabal – Enjoy The Show! - American Media Group 

(amg-news.com) 

Judy Note: If you were reading this Update on, or from Operation Disclosure Official, be 

aware that the information has been redacted. For a complete un-redacted version, see a PDF 

copy at the end of the Update on Operation Disclosure Official, or read an un-redacted version 

on the Rumor Mills Website. 

A. Judy Note: I’ve never been so disgusted at the Biden/ Obama/ Clinton Administrations. 

There has been footage, whistleblower testimony and other documentation uncovered of US 

federal government contractors connected to the CIA, delivering children to human traffickers. 

Every month foreign children are drugged, smuggled across the US-Mexican Border, detained by 

Border Patrol, held in top secret compounds and then delivered for sale to Child Sex traffickers.  

Since 2021, 85,000 of these children have gone missing in this, the largest child trafficking ring in 

the world. The Q movement is all about Saving The Children. 

 https://beforeitsnews.com/politics/2020/06/clinton-rothschild-child-sex-trafficking-camp-

refused-investigation-destroyed-3200345.html 

 2,400 Children Missing in a Winfrey, Gates, Zuckerberg, CIA Child Trafficking Cover 

UP | Crime All-Stars | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Baby Saved; Delta Force Arrest 48 Satanic Perps Including Judge, Sheriff, While AG 

Sets Sheriff Free & Charges Whistleblower Who Set Up Sting Operation 

 Thousands of  Children Rescued, Mutilated Bodies Recovered, from Biden-owned 

Ukraine Property Containing US Run Bio-Weapon Labs | Politics | Before It's News 

(beforeitsnews.com) 

 Congress, Biden Arrested as Military Rescues Tortured Children From Tunnels Beneath 

Capitol Hill | Politics | Before It's News 

B. Global Currency Reset: 

 Tues. 3 Oct. In the last 24 hours Tier 4A started preparing and paying Tier 4 groups. 

 On Wed. 4 Oct Iraq was welcomed to the World Trade Organization with a fully 

reinstated Iraqi Dinar international traded currency.  

 Thurs. 5 Oct. Wolverine: “Shelton said on his call that the 10 days of darkness and 12 

days of disclosures would start after an Event (EBS Presidential Message?) on Wed. 4 

Oct. On Thurs. 6 Oct. I got a call. Everything has really begun. Issac has spoken to 

someone and he says it’s looks like it’s going to happen. Hopefully we will get some 

good news coming through on Friday 6 Oct. All the leaders of the Tier 1 platform have 

been funded and by next week all members will be paid and it will be fast. We are going 
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to receive good news guys. Things are definitely happening. God bless you all.‖ 

Wolverine 

 Thurs. 5 Oct. Tony said he has a two hour window tonight, then laughed, and said 

he should have said the next 24 hours. Not every country is going at the same time. It’s 

their own choice. The rate won’t be on the Forex until the end of the weekend. Sounds 

like they’ll get their 72 hours of joy. Monday is a holiday, so that would be a good time 

for us to go. Iraqi Government salaries were being paid a month in advance effective 

Wed. 4 Oct. 

 Thurs. 5 Oct. Judy Note: Intel received last week from a high up source indicated that 

Tier4b may not be notified until Fri. 6 Oct, with appointments starting thereafter. 

 Thurs. 5 Oct. Bruce: ―Bond Holders Tier 3 will get notification of liquidity over the 

weekend.Tier4b (Us, the Internet Group) will be notified either Sat. 7 Oct. or Monday 

afternoon 8 Oct. and will begin appointments either Mon.8 Oct. or Tues. 9 Oct.” 

C. Thurs. 5 Oct. 2023 Bruce, The Big Call The Big Call Universe (ibize.com)  667-770-1866, 

pin123456#, 667-770-1865 

 Bond Holders Tier 3 will get notification of liquidity over the weekend. 

 Tier4b (Us, the Internet Group) will be notified either Sat. 7 Oct. or Monday afternoon 

8 Oct. and will begin appointments either Mon.8 Oct. or Tues. 9 Oct. 

 The Restitution and Recreational Allowance was based on bonds on our lives. You 

will get back you federal taxes paid since the 1940s, interest on mortgages, bank loans, 

car loans and credit card interest – along with interest earned.  

 Those 60 and older will be paid in three equal monthly payments starting in the fourth 

week of October. Those 50-60 will get payments over 12 months and those younger will 

be paid out over 15 years, but they have to be employed. 

 SS will continue to pay out at the same time you normally get it with amounts 

significant higher. It will top out at $5,200 and be paid out for three months. After Jan. 1 

those SS benefits will be much higher. 

 There is one contract rate for the Dinar. 

 As Zim holders you can use whatever percentage you want for your project and what 

you want for yourself. 

 The Zim is paid out at a 1:1 with the US Dollar. 

 Tues. morning 3 Oct. at the Redemption Centers representatives from the US Treasury 

entered the country codes for each nation’s currency. A ping came back to assure it was 

valid. That went on for 12 hours. That made it so the Redemption Centers could receive 

currency from each nation for the US Note. 

 On Fri. 6 Oct. the US Note will be fully in the system and available in the bank Fri.6 

Oct. or Mon. 8 Oct.  

 $3500 in cash currency would be available at your appointment. 

http://www.ibize.com/tbc/


 You can move a certain amount of money in the first 90 days. You need to determine 

how much that is. 

 We can only set up one account at the Redemption Center. 

 You will have 30 min. for your appointment. 

 You will have 3-8 min. for your Humanitarian Project presentation. 

 You will get a debit card. 

 You will get a $1,000 Certificate for a Quantum Computer. 

 Zim holders get Q phones. 

 You will sign an NDA. 

D. Rumored Timeline 

 Wolverine: “Shelton said on his call that the 10 days of darkness and 12 days of 

disclosures would start after an Event (the EBS Test Presidential message?) on Wed. 4 

Oct.” 

 By Tues. 10 Oct. the bulk of redemption appointments and exchanges were expected to 

be done. 

 On Wed. 11 Oct. another possible EBS date with Biden removal – that would kick off a 

four month military action. 

 The second week of Oct. the restitution and reparation funds will be given out for 

seniors over 60 in a lump sum; for ages 50-60 they will be paid out over a 12 month 

period and ages 30 to 49 paid out over a 15 year period. …Bruce 

 The end of October Sidney Powell has a date with the Supreme Court to present 

evidence on 2020 Election Fraud. 

 On Wed. 1 Nov. it was the goal to have Currency Exchanges and Zim Bond 

Redemptions completed. 

 The Rodriguez Trust will administer ―universal basic income‖ for citizens of all 

GESARA-compliant countries: the amount per individual or family will depend on the 

status, needs, employment level and age of the person/family and will work to encourage 

people to work if they can. Help supplement other recipes as needed. He said we need to 

help our friends and family understand that this will happen in the next 3 to 6 months. 

 In November Social Security will be paid out in much higher payments. …Bruce 

 In Jan. 2024 the SS R&R payments start on a monthly basis. …Bruce 

 On 1 Jan. 2024 the fiat US Dollar will be worth nothing.  

 Starting 1 Jan. 2024 all currencies across the Globe will be on par 1:1 with each other. 

E. Global Financial Crisis: 

 The Federal Reserve is technically bankrupt. In 2023 the Fed will post its first annual 

operating loss of $80 billion since 1915. It will have a negative capital of $38B. This loss 

does not count the $1.3 trillion unrealized loss on its portfolio. 



 Brazil is pushing to reform the World Bank and the IMF. Brazil's G20 presidency is 

focused on leveraging its influence to drive essential reforms within the IMF and the 

World Bank. https://gesara.news/brazil-reform-world-bank-imf/ 

 The QFS Debit Card’s 3,6,8 Code: The Secret Key to Quantum Financial Superiority! 

 “The dollar is out of control.” What will happen in the banks of Iraq on Sunday? 

https://search4dinar.wordpress.com/2023/10/05/the-dollar-is-out-of-control-what-will-

happen-in-the-banks-of-iraq-on-sunday/ 

F. Restored Republics: 

 The Wed. 4 Oct. EBS Broadcast was the first of an expected six Presidential 

messages soon to come out. A new 5,000+ army of Star Link Satellites was already in 

place to take over Mainstream Media Satellites. On this Star Link System the EAS will 

broadcast the Global Alliance’s takedown of the Cabal, showing arrests and Tribunals of 

Global Elites charged with Crimes Against Humanity. The documentaries have been 

made in 55 languages and 600 dialects and will be shown on all channels on the Planet.  

 The Countdown Begins: The Collapse of the CIA, the Return of Trump, and the Final 

Blow to Global Deep State Elites! 

G. UPDATE!!! EBS & GESARA Countdown: Exposing Deep State & Banking Betrayal, QFS 

Revolution, 5D Earth Shift, Trump-Obama Power Play, Petrodollar’s End, and Iraq’s White Hat 

Alliance! - GazettellerGENDA 

 It starts with the Emergency Broadcast System. A Martial Law Declaration will 

follow, then the GESARA announcement. Once Disclosures come to light, Redemption 

Center Appointments will beckon. 

 Everyone will pass through Redemption Centers, not just those who possess foreign 

currency.  

 With the initiation of GESARA and NESARA, the mighty dollar will be returned to its 

rightful owners: the people.  

 This is not mere restitution, it’s the collapse of the treacherous Deep State Cabal 

Central Banking System. 

 The dawn of the QFS is here. Gone are the days when crimes against humanity could be 

committed under the shield of financial transactions. The new system senses foul play 

and can put an immediate stop to heinous acts ranging from trafficking to money 

laundering. 

 Banks and credit unions are already armed with the NEW RAINBOW CURRENCY. 

 Debts are a thing of the past. The money you paid in taxes over the last 30 years returns 

to you.  

 Social security retirees will have a considerable surge in funds. As for the youth, the 

retirement horizon just got closer.  

 Homelessness is eradicated. Everyone, from veterans to the mentally ill, will have a roof 

over their heads. Oppressive property taxes on older homes will be no more. 
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 The colossal profit-driven industries of pharmaceuticals and medical care are 

coming to an unprecedented halt. Imagine a world where ailments are extinct, and the 

need for hospitals or urgent care vanishes. Military Med Beds, controlled by the 

clandestine Military Secret Space Force Program, are gearing up to be our new healing 

sanctuaries. 

 The traditional grind of the 5-day workweek will soon be a relic of the past. With 

reduced work hours, humanity can refocus on creativity, humanitarian projects, and 

rebuilding the values that once bonded us. 

 Maritime and Admiralty Laws, the hidden shackles that filled jails unjustly, are about 

to be discarded. An era is coming where crime is non-existent, rendering police forces 

obsolete. 

 The Quantum Financial System (QFS) ensures no single nation can exploit its financial 

muscle to subjugate others. Instead, a nation’s strength will correlate with its gold, silver, 

and oil reserves, ensuring a more equitable distribution of global power. Moreover, 

enhanced privacy features in the new system further level the playing field. 

H. Ken and Barbie vs. Goliath IRS: 

 For over five years Barbie and Ken Cromar have been battling for our right of 

Freedom from the privately owned US Inc.’s Goliath IRS that has stolen our US 

Taxpayer Dollars for their own use since 1913.  

 Even after the Cromars won their case in a federal tax court that ruled they owed no 

monies to the IRS, a 27 man SWAT took away their fully paid for home and threw away 

all their possessions including expensive camera equipment Ken used to make a living. 

https://beforeitsnews.com/press-releases/2023/09/day-31-of-ken-cromars-kidnapping-by-

irsfbi-swat-team-on-false-charges-3828929.html 

 They have now incarcerated Ken in the Utah Weber County Jail where Federal 

Prosecutor Kris Angelos was to provide Ken with Discovery as of 19 Sept. 2023 – which 

has not been done, leaving Angelos’ potential violation of various federal statutes, 

including but not limited to: Title 18 sec. 241 – Conspiracy to Deny Rights, Title 18 sec. 

242 – Denial of Constitutional Rights Under the Color of Law, plus Misprision of a 

Felony. 

 There appeared to be a systematic and prejudicial effort to deny Cromar his right to 

due process in order to assure an outcome that would find him guilty of a fabricated 

crime he did not commit. Documented Fraud in Former Utah Movie Producer Indictment 

Leads To Another DOJ Criminal Complaint/Referral | Press Releases | Before It's News 

(beforeitsnews.com) 

 The militarized privately owned IRS was using Maritime Law (where US citizens 

have no standing), not Constitutional Law, to make an example of the Cromars. This 

could happen to anyone, and very like has to many in the past.  
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 It’s time we stand behind the Cromars and fight for our Freedoms. Ken's mailing 

address (he can only receive white postcards): Paul Kenneth Cromar #655950 Weber 

County Jail P.O. Box 14000 Ogden, UT 84412 

DONATIONS may be mailed to Ken's son: Talmage Comar 130 W 5300 S Washington 

Terrace, Utah 84405 OR Venmo: @Talmage-Cromar 

I. Maui Massacre – an Urgent Plea For Help: The capitol of the Sovereign Nation of Hawaii 

in Lahaina Maui has been destroyed. Hundreds of men, women and children were presumed 

dead. Over two thousand children were still missing. At least 4,500 displaced. Any aid you 

could give to help those suffering tremendous losses would be greatly appreciated.  

Be Careful Where You Donate: The Kingdom of Akua Foundation’s Malama Lahaina Website 

was the only official and authorized site solely dedicated to and run by the Hawaiian Native 

Peoples: Malama Lahaina - Pūpūkahi i Holomua  Donations (malamalahaina.org) 

J. Help Save Our Constitution – It’s Hanging By A Thread: 

 Congress Committed Treason During 2020 Vote Count: Brunson Bros. say Congress 

Broke Oaths Of Office, Logan: https://laralogan.substack.com/p/lara-logan-congress-

committed-treason 

 You can add your letter of support to the ongoing Brunson Petitions by going to: 

www.enoughisenough.me  SCOTUSLetter.pdf (brunsonbrothers.com) Brunson Brothers 

Music – Petition The Supreme Court… 

K. Donations were Needed in these Battles for our Freedom  -  But you get COOL Liberty 

stuff! All try to help each other financially by sharing donations that pay for the printing, 

postage, travel, mailings and service of legal documents to the criminals and courts. 

Your donation can help to make miracles happen! See what cool stuff a Miracles donation can 

get you. Shopping page: https://393817.e-junkie.com/  http://www.cedarhillscitizens.org/got-

miracles/ 

L. The Real News for Thurs. 5 Oct. 2023: 

 Q is Real. White Hats are in control. What time did the EBS go off on Wed. 4 Oct? 

Two minutes earlier than scheduled at 2:18 pm EST or 1418. Some devices in the USA 

received a ―Presidential Alert.‖ Others received a ―National Alert.‖ None received the 

―FEMA Alert‖ that was expected to emanate dangerous frequencies and attack our 

Phones, TVs and WiFi Technology. As a side note, the Emergency Alert Siren appeared 

during a White House Press Briefing – perfect timing for the White Hats wouldn’t you 

say? 

 Med Beds, Replicators, Free Energy, Stargates, & Antigravity. The Secret Technologies 

will be released to humanity when the time of full disclosure arrives 

https://www.malamalahaina.org/
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 On Mon. 2 Oct. Maui received three EBS Alerts at 11:17, 11:45 and 11:56 am. There 

is typically one on the first Monday of the month, but not three. The second one 

recommended 14 days of food and supplies. 

 Thurs. 5 Oct. Trump Endorses Jim Jordan as Speaker of the House: 

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2023/10/just-donald-trump-endorses-jim-jordan-as-

speaker/  

 A corrupt media can lead to war and devastation. "Nearly every war that has started 

in the past 50 years has been a result of media lies." …Edward Snowden on Telegram  

 On October 4th 2006 Julian Assange created Wikileaks. Julian is 52 now. He was 38 

when WikiLeaks published Collateral Murder and was last free. The video shows the US 

army killing a dozen civilians, including two Reuters employees on assignment and the 

rescuers who stopped to help the wounded. Reuters formally attempted to obtain the 

video but the Pentagon refused to hand it over. The evidence of what had happened 

remained on US military servers until intelligence whistleblower Manning sent it to 

WikiLeaks. 

 Mitt Romney and Nancy Pelosi's sons Tagg Romney and Paul Pelosi, Jr. are 

under CRIMINAL investigation for their families' corrupt business dealings with 

Ukrainian energy companies. They have been implicated in the impeachment inquiry of 

President Joe Biden. https://twitter.com/Libertarians4DT/status/1709412233623605557 

 Electric vehicles are so prone to spontaneously bursting into flames—which are virtually 

impossible to put out—that a Norwegian shipping company has banned them from its 

ferries, citing a ship that sank last February after the EVs it was carrying caught fire and 

couldn't be extinguished. 

 New Benjamin Fulford: Khazarian Mafia Takedown Intensifies Despite 45 Day US 

Budget Truce | Prophecy | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Thurs. 5 Oct. https://realrawnews.com/2023/09/jag-arrests-u-s-special-representative-

for-ukraines-economic-recovery/  

 Thurs. 5 Oct. https://beforeitsnews.com/war-and-conflict/2023/10/col-douglas-

macgregor-the-massive-offensive-of-750000-russian-troops-a-must-video-2479799.html 

M. International Child Sex Trafficking, Organ and Adrenochrome Harvesting Ring Run 

Out of the Vatican and Housed in China’s Three Gorges Dam: 

 Federal Child Trafficking Pipeline Exposed: Muckraker has obtained exclusive never-

before-seen footage of US federal government contractors escorting children across the 

country, possibly delivering them into the hands of human traffickers. At least one of 

these contractors is CIA-affiliated. Every month, thousands of foreign children are 

trafficked into the United States. They are drugged and smuggled across the US-Mexico 

border, detained by border patrol, held in top-secret compounds, and finally, escorted to 

various locations across the country. Since 2021, 85,000 of these children have gone 
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missing. This report exposes the entire child processing pipeline with irrefutable video 

evidence. Thread by @realmuckraker on Thread Reader App – Thread Reader App 

N. Covid/ Ebola/ Swine Flu/ Polio/ Small Pox/ BSE/ Zika/ Sars/ Monkey Pox/ AIDs/ Vax/ 

H1N1/ Graphene Oxide/ Chemtrails/ Fluoride, Processed Foods, Human Clones Hoaxes: 

 Thurs. 5 Oct. 20 Million Global Deaths Directly Attributed to the Covid Vaccines and 

2.2 Billion Serious Adverse Reactions - American Media Group (amg-news.com) 

 The Rockefellers influenced the world to remove all the natural remedies from 

practice and from the books, so that they may cash in on the patented pharmaceuticals. If 

they were able to remove and demonize natural cures as something "primitive" that was 

used since the dawn of time, you can't even begin to understand how immensely they 

crooked our history that they teach today. The less you know about your roots, the better 

for them, as the one that doesn't know his past, doesn't know why he's placed here, and 

certainly doesn't know where he's going. 

 Dr. Peter Gidden: You kill cancer with nutrition.  Now you are aware selenium can kill 

it. Starve the cancer's food source which is sugar and glutamate. 

 Dr. McCullough: Myocarditis was rare and inconsequential in 2020 with the community 

SARS-CoV-2 infection. Then there was the explosion of mRNA Vax Myocarditis cases 

in 2021 to now include fatalities. Vax CV risk was far worse than infection. Don’t fall for 

the false Myocarditis narrative. 

 Food = Medicine. Foods high in vitamin C reduce the risk of heart disease, lowers blood 

pressure, fights cancer while boosting your immunity, and it is crucial for your body in 

order to detoxify toxins out of the system. Since the vegetables we eat now are far less 

nutritious than it was 50 years or 100 years ago because of several factors like over-

farming that depletes nutrients from the soil, we simply have to eat more to compensate 

for this. This is why the juicing is a great choice. The goal of a juicing is to rest our 

digestive system, nourish it with nutrients found in fruits and vegetables then flush out 

toxins. 

 New FOIA Documents Reveal the COVID Pandemic Was a DoD Operation Dating 

Back to Obama. ―The Pentagon controlled the Covid-19 program from the very 

beginning and everything we were told was political theater to cover it up right down to 

the FDA vaccine approval.‖ 

 100 Million Animals Have Been Injected With mRNA Technology, and Hardly 

Anyone Knows About it. Dr. Bryan Ardis: "They're already injecting mRNA technology 

into vegetables ... And in China, they're already mRNA injecting cattle — for our beef 

supply." https://rumble.com/v2b6c2m-dr.-ardis-is-back-on-diamond-and-silk-chit-chat-

22323.html 

 Ibogaine - The cure for Drug addition. Ibogaine rewires the brain, relieves withdrawal 

symptoms, and gets rid of Opioid cravings in just a few hours. The results can last for 

weeks, months, or sometimes longer. 

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1708894650751152176.html
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O. Must Watch Videos: 

 Thurs. 5 Oct. Situation Update: Judy Byington Red Alert: Something Big Is Coming - 

It’s Show Time! Red October Revenge! Special Intel Report for Thursday 5 Oct 2023 

(Video) | Alternative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Thurs. 5 Oct. Juan O' Savin: New Info About the New Speaker of the House and What's 

Next.. It Will Blow Your Mind! (Video) | Alternative | Before It's News 

(beforeitsnews.com) 

 Thurs. 5 Oct. New Benjamin Fulford: Khazarian Mafia Takedown Intensifies Despite 45 

Day US Budget Truce | Prophecy | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Wed. 4 Oct. At the End of the Near Death Experience 107 X22 Charlie SG Anon Mike J 

Will Disappear - Enjoying the Show? | Wikileaks | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

P. Judy Note on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of Children in Your Neighborhood: 

Since 1990 I have been doing investigations on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of children at the 

request of brave SRA Survivor-victims who were witnesses to and victims of pedophile, torture 

and murder crimes of Satanic leaders and their covens. During this time I have found Satanists 

implanted in law offices, local police, county sheriff's offices and all the way up to the Attorney 

General Offices in my state and others and then the carnage went on to the internationally 

organized Ninth Circle Satanic Cult that runs out of the Vatican. 

There's certainly no help from US or other nation's government agencies, including the FBI or 

CIA perpetrators. These legal entities successfully negate even the opening of cases of the ritual 

abuse and murder of children, let alone do valid investigations. 

To be honest and to my knowledge there was no safe place on either a local, national or 

international level that has been set up to report Satanic Crime – likely the main reason why 

local, national and international Satanic Covens so easily and on a regular basis, get away with 

the torture and murder of thousands of children – many times bred for the purpose without birth 

certificates, or identification. 

Q. “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her twenty two 

multiple personalities” by Judy Byington, Foreword by Dr. Colin A. Ross, M.D. RAW: Dr. 

Colin Ross – Robert David Steele 

Jenny Hill's witness to a Satanic Child Sacrifice Rite: Woman Sees Human Sacrifice - 

YouTube  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4 

WARNING: Jenny gave a graphic description about how she at the tender age of five, was raped, 

tortured, forced to view a Child Sacrifice and save for Divine intervention, was almost killed 

herself – not unlike the sordid experiences of thousands of other child victims of Satanic 

Worshippers. Perpetrators giving homage to Satan were organized from the US Inc's CIA, Queen 

Elizabeth's, Illuminati Banking families' and Vatican's Ninth Circle Child Sacrifice Cult on down 

to the Clintons, Hollywood, Pizzagate and local teenage covens. They were funded by this same 

Cabal that ran our global monetary system – the very organization that was in the process of 
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being brought down by activation of the Global Currency Reset and Restored Republics of the 

world. It's no wonder that President Trump has stated, "These people are sick." 

R. The Global Currency Reset, Restored Republic and NESARA/GESARA were all about 

the Children 

It’s not about the money. It’s about the children – the thousands of malnourished and 

traumatized children who, in honor of Satan, were being raped and murdered so their Elite 

Perpetrators could supposedly gain power and rule the world.  

The first official act President Trump made the morning before he was sworn into office was to 

pay a visit to CIA Headquarters and declare a war on an international Child Sex Trafficking 

Ring run by these global elites.  

Let us fast and pray for these millions of little ones who right now, were being rescued from 

Cabal underground tunnels across the globe, and tortured and killed by Satanic Covens right 

next door. Let us also pray for those Military Troops worldwide who were risking their own lives 

to save them. The ancient doctrine of Fasting and Prayer was explained here at the 10:30:32 

mark: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs 

S. Judy Note: I do not now, nor have I ever, received monies for writing my Updates and 

articles. The compensation has been in having outlets to help Save the Children by exposing 

truths about the very secretive Satanic Ritual Abuse, Pedophilia and Child Sacrifice that was 

rampant in our international society. 

The above was a summary of information from the Internet. It would be up to the reader to do 

their own research and decide whether or not it was valid. 

I will send the Safe Link Website out when I find out what it is, plus it will be posted on several 

Dinar Websites and continue the Updates until they are no longer needed. I expect to be working 

with many of you in the near future. I can't tell you how much I have enjoyed getting to know 

you. You will remain in my heart forever. 

A huge Thank You to those dedicated and brave Intel providers who wished to remain unknown; 

to our Angel Martha who worked 24/7 to expose what’s really going on; to humble Wildfire Lady 

who is adept at exposing the truth; to Brad who does great research; to Bonni B who exposes the 

underlying causes of what is really happening and to Ken who uncovers almost unlimited Intel 

on pedophilia to help us Save the Children. 

Let us Thank Q that the reset has finally come to be. I wish you well in your humanitarian efforts 

and look forward to seeing you on the other side where together, we will make life better for all. 

Patience is a Virtue. Having Virtue is a sign of a good moral being. Good moral beings have the 

power to overcome evil and change the world. And, we will!!! . . . Judy 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs


Updates for the Week Prior: 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of October 5, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official  (NEED TO 

KNOW) RESTORED REPUBLIC VIA A GCR: UPDATE AS OF THURSDAY 5 OCTOBER 

2023 https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=230241 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of October 4, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official  (NEED TO 

KNOW) RESTORED REPUBLIC VIA A GCR: UPDATE AS OF WEDNESDAY 4 

OCTOBER 2023 https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=230186 

 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of October 3, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official (NEED TO 

KNOW) RESTORED REPUBLIC VIA A GCR: UPDATE AS OF TUESDAY 3 OCTOBER 

2023 https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=230119 

 

(NEED TO KNOW) RESTORED REPUBLIC VIA A GCR: UPDATE AS ON MONDAY 2 

OCTOBER 2023 https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=230065 

 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of September 30, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official  (NEED 

TO KNOW) RESTORED REPUBLIC VIA A GCR: UPDATE AS OF SATURDAY 30 

SEPTEMBER 2023  https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=229979 

 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of September 29, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official  (NEED 

TO KNOW) RESTORED REPUBLIC VIA A GCR: UPDATE AS OF FRIDAY 29 

SEPTEMBER 2023 https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=229911 
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